Real CPR Help® Travel Trainer

The Real CPR Help® Travel Trainer combines a simulated torso, CPR-D-padz®, and a simulator in one easy-to-transport, easy-to-use package for demonstrating and practicing the use of Real CPR Help.

No Manikin or Simulator Needed

Everything needed to operate the Real CPR Help Travel Trainer is included in this one-piece accessory. The simulator—which is securely embedded in the thick vinyl of the Travel Trainer—is manufactured by Symbio, the leading provider of cardiac heart rhythm simulators. Simply connect the Real CPR Help Travel Trainer to a ZOLL® clinical AED Plus® or AED Pro® (sold separately) to experience ZOLL’s Real CPR Help with real-time feedback for each chest compression.

Seeing Is Believing

ZOLL’s AED Plus and AED Pro are the only AEDs in today’s market that can “see” your CPR. The sensors in the CPR-D-padz provide digital feedback that enables the AED to display a bar-gauge showing the depth of each compression. All in real time.

Because they can see your CPR, the AED Plus and AED Pro also provide audio prompts telling you when to “Push harder” and when you are doing “Good compressions.” Real CPR Help provides the best support to a rescuer doing CPR.

Plug and Practice

With the Travel Trainer, you can now practice doing CPR with unparalleled support, thanks to Real CPR Help and your clinical AED Plus or AED Pro. The Travel Trainer works with any clinical AED Plus or AED Pro. Plug in the cable, set the simulator, turn on the AED, and you will immediately begin experiencing a complete rescue with real-time feedback from Real CPR Help.
Real CPR Help Travel Trainer includes:
- One-piece zippered carry case
- Simulated CPR-D-padz and embedded heart rhythm simulator
- 4 AA batteries
- Operators guide

Recommended Products:

AED Plus®

AED Pro®
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For subsidiary addresses and fax numbers, as well as other global locations, please go to www.zoll.com/contacts.

Real CPR Help Travel Trainer Specifications

Dimensions:

In Travel Trainer Carry Case:
9½” H x 18” W x 3” D
(24.1 cm H x 45.7 cm W x 7.6 cm D)
Flat: 32” H x 17¾” W x 3” D
(81.3 cm H x 45 cm W x 7.6 cm D)

Weight: 1 lb 12 oz (0.79 kg)

Battery: Four AA batteries included

Travel Trainer PN:
9355-0015-01

Compatibility
- ZOLL clinical AED Plus
- ZOLL clinical AED Pro

Simulated Heart Rhythms

1. No impedance—electrode pads not attached
2. Asystole—electrode pads attached, no shock advised
3. Ventricular fibrillation—electrode pads attached, shock advised

Preserves Batteries

When connected to the Travel Trainer, the AED Plus and AED Pro limit defibrillation output to a low-energy, 5-joule pulse, reducing the shock level and preserving the battery capacity of the AED during demonstration or training.

Real CPR Help Travel Trainer connects to a clinical AED Plus® or AED Pro®.

One-piece zippered carry case simplifies transport and storage.